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Curious of the COVID death risk to 
young children and their parents? 
Follow these charts. First, here is 
COVID vs non-COVID deaths by age 
since February. Ideally I would start Mar 
1st but the CDC gives its data in bulk 
from Feb 1st.
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Another great chart that puts covid 
death risk by age…proportion to other 
causes. College kids are more likely to 
die driving to campus for workouts than 
they are from the coronavirus.
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Hey Fauci…childproof chart! Even a 4-
year old can figure this one out!
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Team Apocalypse keeps moving the 
#COVID19 goalposts. Cases one day, 
deaths another, now their focus is on 
hospitalizations. Fine. Let's use our 
Florida Case Line data to examine that.


This is a meaty chart but if you take 30 
seconds to follow the 1,2,3 I think you'll 
get it. 1/
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@onlyright9 no. odds are next to 
impossible to know anyone that died 
from Covid. this chart is as of yesterday
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The COVID-19 death rate is steadily in 
decline, as you see in this chart! Do not 
be taken by fear and paranoia.
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I really hope all the people who are 
scared of COVID, truly scared, and not 
just trying to keep the economy 
shutdown, look at this chart and 
understand its implications. In March 
over 7% of those hospitalized with 
COVID, died. Today it’s just over 1%, as 
deaths keep falling.
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COVID-19 update: Check out Sweden’s 
actual day of death chart.


No lockdowns. No masks.


We are all being taken for an absolute 
ride. There is precisely zero evidence 
that masks and/or lockdowns have had 
any benefit worldwide.

experience.arcgis.com/experiennce/
09f…
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Figure 4: Sample counter-visualizations from the anti-mask user network. While there are meme-based visualizations, anti-
maskers on Twitter adopt the same visual vocabulary as visualization experts and the mainstream media.


